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I.  Abstract  
The purpose of this project was to build a polygraph from scratch and test its lie detection 
accuracy. The polygraph comprises three sensors that measure the bodily changes of heart rate, 
galvanic resistance, and respiratory rate. After data collecting and determining the threshold 
changes in the body that lead to lie detection, the overall accuracy of the polygraph in detecting 
deceptive behavior was found to be 57%, which was determined to be significantly different 
from a fifty-fifty chance. 
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II.  Motivation and History  
The Big Idea  
Polygraphs, more commonly known as lie detectors, use psychophysiological measurements to 
help detect deceitful behavior, or lies. This polygraph will measure heart rate, galvanic 
resistance, blood pressure, and respiratory rate. A generalized baseline function, determined 
through machine learning and trained with a polygraph dataset, will be able to determine whether 
a person is lying or not given the data from each sensor. This function will also be modifiable 
and specified to each person being tested, using the data from control questions at the beginning 
of each polygraph test. This project will not only be able to detect deceptive behavior, but also 
dive into a deeper exploration of machine learning and its numerous applications and functions 
to increase test accuracy.  
 
Origin of the Project Idea  
Though I have always had a slight interest in polygraphs—mainly from watching YouTube 
videos with celebrities answering questions with a professional polygrapher—, I came up with 
the idea to make my own polygraph for the second semester project while flipping through the 
Make magazines in the Whitaker Lab classroom. The interest in making a polygraph grew when 
I started thinking about what factors actually determine deceitful behavior and how 
deceptiveness is actually determined. With more thought and conversations with peers and my 
AT Computer Science teacher, Mr. Cesarotti, I discovered that I could apply my current, very 
basic knowledge of machine learning to my ASR project. I can learn to develop a machine 
learning algorithm that works with live sensor data, something that numerous engineers and 
scientists deal with in their jobs on a daily basis. Through this project, I hope to expand my 
machine learning knowledge by working with polygraph data. Additionally, I hope to learn more 
about reading in, graphing, and interpreting data from Arduino sensors as well as coding more on 
Arduino and Processing.  
 
There is no definitive way to tell whether someone is lying, but the closest that humans have 
come to determine lies is through polygraphs. An investigation into the factors that past scientists 
have deemed to determine deceitful behavior can provide more information on human behavior.  
 
History of the Polygraph  
Lie detection’s first methods were established in Ancient China when the Ancient Chinese 
cleverly observed the connection between lying and stress. With their predetermination that 
stress resulted in a lack of saliva production and a dry mouth, people were questioned while 
chewing a bowl of raw rice. If the grains were moist after the interview, the person who was 
examined was truthful, and if the rice grains were dry, the interviewee was considered to be lying 
[5]. Since Ancient China, the evolution of lie detection continued—different cultures had their 
own methods of lie detection, and soon the discovery of a relationship between rate of heartbeat 
and lying led to new methodologies and gave way to the invention of the polygraph.  
 
Further research was done in 1875 by Italian physiologist Angelo Mosso, who investigated the 
connection between fear and lying. Proving that lying was connected with stress and fear, he had 
concluded that there were measurable changes in a liar’s body as stress and fear could be 
measured biologically. Through this theory, Mosso realized that respiratory rate and blood 
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pressure were additional factors to be considered in lie detection, along with heart rate. Mosso 
constructed devices called plethysmographs that measured changes in these factors, providing 
the first scientific way to determine whether someone was lying [5].  
 

 
Figure 1: Late 1800’s Model of Mosso’s plethysmograph 

 
Mosso’s plethysmograph detects and records blood pressure changes. The test subject puts their 
arm in a glass tube filled with water, and the changes in water displacement correlated to 
increases and decreases in blood pressure. The data was recorded on a stylus and revolving 
drum, a graphic method for scientists to detect unobservable muscular movements, pressure, and 
volume changes in a body [6].  
 
A new factor was researched by French therapist Dr. Marie Gabriel Romain Vigouroux in 1879. 
This factor is now known as the Electrodermal Response, a theory that when someone lies, the 
change in the electrical resistance of their skin is measurable [5]. During the same time period, 
Harvard psychology professor Boris Sidis proved the relation between emotions and galvanic 
changes in human skin. In a paper published in 1910, Sidis and his fellow researcher, Louis 
Nelson, investigate the presence of galvanometric deflections and the conditions under which 
they are manifested [9]. In their experiment, Sidis and Nelson created an electrical circuit 
consisting of a battery, two electrodes, a D’Arsonval galvanometer, a light beam, a mirror, and a 
telescope, as shown in the example in Figure 2. A subject was connected to the two electrodes, 
closing the circuit. The galvanic deflections were determined by the measured distance that the 
light beam was reflected across the mirror, attached to a moving coil of the galvanometer, to the 
telescope. A deflection of 1 centimeter corresponded to less than 10 -9 amperes through the 
galvanometer [10]. A series of unspecified experiments indicated that galvanic reactions were 
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due to psycho-physical processes and not variations in the resistance of the skin, circulation, or 
the nervous system [9].  
 

 
Figure 2: Circuit diagram for measuring galvanometric deflections (1908). 

 
Soon after the relation between galvanic resistance and lying was discovered, Italian 
psychologist Vittorio Benussi declared that breathing rate could also determine whether someone 
was lying in 1914. Benussi constructed a pneumograph, a device that measures breathing rate, to 
prove his discovery [5]. The type of pneumograph used by Benussi is called a Marey 
pneumograph developed by French inventor Étienne-Jules Marey. This device detected thorax 
movements of expansion and contraction during breathing. Though there is no helpful 
photograph or explanation of Benussi’s pneumograph, the technique Benussi proved while 
testing his pneumograph is known today as the Inspiration/Expiration ratio. According to the I/E 
ratio, if the length of inspiration is divided by the length of the expiration during a lie, the I/E 
ratio will have increased in comparison to the ratio during a truthful statement.  
 
Finally, after the discovery of all of these factors in lie detection, the first ever polygraph was 
constructed in 1921 by medical student John Augustus Larson. The machine could monitor more 
than one factor during questioning: blood pressure, pulse rate, and breathing rate. Larson’s 
analytic method of these factors was largely subjective, as he didn’t offer an objective method. 
The breakthrough with this invention lay in the capability to measure more than one body 
process at a time. After the invention of the polygraph, subsequent work mainly improved the 
accuracy.  
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Figure 3: Larson’s “Cardio-Pneumo Psychograph” in action 

 
In addition to inventing the first polygraph, Larson improved an already existing interviewing 
technique, now known as the Relevant/Irrelevant procedure, and applied it to polygraphs. With 
the R/I method, a mixture of questions relevant to the main subject of the examination and 
completely irrelevant questions were asked. The different types of prompts allowed polygraph 
technicians to compare the results for the relevant and irrelevant questions.  
The presentation of the changes happening in a person’s body during questioning with special 
ink pens was introduced and constructed by Larson’s co-worker Leonard Keeler in 1925. 
Keeler’s invention allows polygraph examiners to easily observe changes in the subject. 
Additionally, Keeler added measurements of electrical resistance in skin, marking the birth of the 
psychogalvanometer. With all the components combined, the Keeler Polygraph was born—the 
closest form of today’s polygraph.  
 
Finally, the lawyer John E. Reid added the last piece to the puzzle when he developed a new 
technique called the Control Question Technique. Similar to the R/I procedure, this method 
provided comparable results from control questions. In theory, liars would have a stronger 
reaction for the irrelevant questions than those who were telling the truth.  
 
The use and popularity of the polygraph has continued, and as technology has advanced, so have 
polygraphs. In the 1980’s, a group of scientists at the University of Utah constructed a Computer 
Assisted Polygraph System (CAPS), allowing computers to be responsible for initial 
interpretations of the body’s measurements with an algorithm instead of a polygraph technician.  
 
Polygraphs Today 
Polygraphs are still a popular method to verify statements, especially in the world of corporate 
hiring and protection agencies. Though polygraphs aren’t a fully reliable source of evidence in 
court, the polygraph is still a capable machine that delivers information of deception and is used 
worldwide.  
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III.  Theory of Operation  
A polygraph is a machine where multiple signals from a subject’s body are recorded from 
sensors. When answering a question, a change in the interviewee’s vital signs (such as faster 
heart rate, increased blood pressure, or increased perspiration) can indicate that the person is 
lying, or showing deceptive behavior.  
 
Heart Rate & Respiratory Rate  
Heart rate and respiratory rate increase and decrease countless times each day based on 
numerous factors: physical demand, chemical interactions in the body, emotional activities, and, 
most importantly, stressful situations. Heart rate is controlled with a balance between two 
circuits of the Autonomic Nervous System—the Parasympathetic and Sympathetic Nervous 
Systems. The Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) is referred to as human’s “fight or flight” 
system, while the Parasympathetic Nervous System (PSNS) is known as the “rest and digest” 
system. The PSNS and SNS help humans act, react, and recover. The PSNS mainly controls 
heart rate at rest, and as heart rate increases, the SNS kicks in.  
 
When the body responds to stress, worry, or anxiety (ex: when lying), the body responds in the 
same way it responds to fear or excitement: the body activates the “fight or flight” system. The 
release of hormones in the body makes the subject hyper-alert and energized when the SNS kicks 
in, increasing heart rate, respiratory rate, and perspiration [4]. By measuring these changes in 
one’s body, the polygraph can measure these changes in emotional state and stress, which relate 
to deceptive behavior or lying.  
 
Unlike real EKG machines that measure electrical pulse, heart rate sensors, including the pulse 
sensor used in the project, use light to measure pulse. The basic heart rate sensor consists of an 
LED and a detector—a photodiode or light detecting resistor [8]. The LED illuminates the 
capillaries, and the light is either reflected (in finger tissue) or transmitted (in the earlobe) back 
and received by the detector. Some of the light is absorbed, and the amount that is absorbed 
depends on the volume of blood in the tissue [2]. The detector measures the frequency at which 
blood pumps past the light, resulting in a measured bpm. The output from the detector can be 
broken up into an electrical DC signal with information about the tissue and blood volume and 
an AC component synchronous with the heart beat [2].  
 
Galvanic Resistance 
Galvanic skin resistance is the recorded electrical resistance between two electrodes on a human 
body with a weak current passing through them. The electrodermal activity is scientifically 
proven to be based upon the emotional state of the subject. Changes in emotions, or emotional 
arousal, increase eccrine sweat gland activity [3]. For example, when someone is stressed out, 
they start to sweat, and sweat is filled with electrolytes that can conduct electricity. The 
conductivity of sweat decreases the resistance in the skin, allowing the current to pass through 
the skin easier and increasing the conductivity of the skin. When measuring electrodermal 
activity with an arduino, the analog voltage input into the arduino can be calculated through 
Ohm’s Law (V=IR). The greater the arousal or intensity of the emotion is, the greater the sweat 
response.  
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IV.  Design  
Physical Design of Project  
The physical design of my project consists of a laptop stand and a “control panel” with the 
sensors and LEDs that show the results. The laptop stand allows users to easily see the live, 
virtual graphs of the sensor data, and the control panel allows for an easy and organized way for 
the test subject to be hooked up to the polygraph sensors. Under the control panel is a container 
area to keep the rest of the circuit (arduino and other unruly wires) hidden. I learned from my 
prototype that accessing this area from the sides is a little difficult. In my final design, I plan to 
make the top of the control panel a door into the container area with a hinge. A physical drawing 
of the project design is shown below.  
 

 
Figure 4: CAD paper drawing of project design. 
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Code Design of Project  
The underlying idea of the function to determine deceptive behavior is that certain thresholds of 
change for data from each sensor results in deceptive behavior or not. As part of the code design, 
I want to signify the beginning and ends of a question in order to determine the initial and final 
points of changes in data. The flowchart in Figure 5 below shows the most simple and basic idea 
of the function and code. Some multiple combinations of the different changes in data can result 
in deceptive behavior—the fine-tuning of the thresholds and results can be made through lots of 
data collection.  
 

 
Figure 5: Flowchart of project code. 
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V.  Results  
Two subjects were tested for deceptive behavior on four separate occasions each. During each 
simulation, the subject and an examiner, who asked a list of questions, were placed in a 
controlled environment with very few distractions. The examiner kept track of the answers to the 
questions as well as whether the polygraph deemed the answer a lie. At the end of the simulation, 
the subject confirmed whether they were lying or not for each question. In each trial, 25 
questions were asked by the examiner. Of the total 200 questions, the polygraph correctly 
determined if the test subject was lying or not on 114 of the answers. An average lie detection 
accuracy of 57% was obtained with the total of eight trials on two subjects. To determine 
whether or not the 57% value is significantly different from a 50/50 guess, a one sided 1 
proportion test was done on the statistic.  
 

rue polygraph ef fectiveness (proportion of  correctly determined lies) p = t  
.5H0 : p = 0  
.5HA : p > 0  

Assumptions:  
- Normality: , p 0, 200 57 14n︿ > 1  × . = 1 (1 ) 0, 200 43 6n − p︿ > 1  × . = 8  
- Random sample: sampled mother and father, not random (could not sample 

anyone else because of shelter in place) 
- Independent: not likely because only have two samples 

Test: 1-Proportion Z Test (one sided) → 5, x 44, n 00p0 = .  = 1  = 2  
Test statistic: z = 1.98 
p value = .0239 

 
Using a 5% significance level, there is enough evidence to conclude that the proportion of 
answers correctly determined to be lies by the polygraph is significantly different from a 50/50 
chance guess. However, many assumptions for the one proportion z test were not met, so these 
results should be treated with caution. Compared to a polygraph created through government 
research, the 57% accuracy can definitely be improved. The government-created polygraph had a 
much greater sample of data, machine learning to finetune a function to determine deceptive 
behavior, and finished with an accuracy of 76% [11].  
 
In terms of what combination of “tells” results in a more accurate lie detection, it was determined 
that the combination of biological changes did not matter, as all changes greater than the 
thresholds that each sensor measured could singularly lead to lie detection. Though some 
biological changes are more obvious and accurate tells for lie detection (respiratory rate is 
assumed to be a straight giveaway versus a change in heart rate [5]), but the differences are not 
impactful enough for the purposes of this experiment. Therefore, changes or tells in individual 
biological functions were deemed as deceptive behavior.  
 
Biological Change Thresholds 
The threshold changes for each of the sensors were determined through comparing the biological 
data when a subject was lying or not. For heart rate, an increase of at least 18 bpm proved 
deceptive behavior. An increase in heart rate is expected as it is the biological response to stress 
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and anxiety tied to deceptive behavior. Below in Figure 6, a screenshot of a live graph of the 
beats per minute values read in by the Pulse Sensor is shown.  
 

 
Figure 6: Screenshot of a live graph of BPM data from heart rate sensor. 

 
For the galvanometer, a measured increase of at least 100 mA with the galvanic resistance results 
in lie detection. An increase in measured current through two fingers would only be possible if 
the resistance of the skin decreases with perspiration. The increase in perspiration corresponds to 
the greater ease in current traveling across human skin and the increase of values in the 
galvanometer readings. Below in Figure 7, a screenshot of a live graph displaying the 
galvanometer values is shown.  
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Figure 7: Screenshot of a live graph of galvanic resistance data from galvanometer. 

 
The inspiration/expiration respiration ratio is 0.5 (or 1:2) when resting and 1.0 (or 1:1) with 
exertion. Through data collecting, the average ratio when deceptive behavior was detected was 
determined to be 0.81. When lying, the depth of breathing decreases and the rate of respiration 
increases, so a greater I/E ratio is expected in lie detection.  
 
Calculating Error  
To calculate the error in the heart rate sensor, the bpm and occurrences of heart beats of the Pulse 
Sensor could be compared to the readings of a professional hospital EKG monitor (which was 
not accessible during the span of this project). The error could be found by taking samples of 
people’s heart rates on the EKG and the Pulse Sensor simultaneously. After the heart rates are 
measured, the difference of the two values can be recorded. This would be repeated for three 
trials per test subject. Then, the mean difference between the EKG measured heart rate and the 
Pulse sensor heart rate would be recorded for each sample. The average mean difference in EKG 
heart rate and Pulse sensor heart rate for all samples is the final calculated error of the Pulse 
sensor.  
 
Similarly, the error in the galvanic resistance sensor could be determined by comparing its values 
to the resistance readings on a multimeter across two fingers. By taking samples of the galvanic 
resistance across subjects’ fingers using the polygraph galvanometer and a multimeter during 
three trials per test subject, the difference of the two values can be recorded, and the mean 
difference between the galvanometer and multimeter readings can be calculated for each sample. 
The final calculated error of the polygraph galvanometer is the average mean difference in the 
galvanometer and multimeter for all samples.  
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VI.  Conclusion  
The purpose of this project was to create, test, and fine tune a polygraph for lie detection or 
detection of deceptive behavior. The three sensors of the polygraph measures changes in heart 
rate, electrodermal resistance, and respiratory rate. The overall test accuracy of the polygraph is 
57%, which is significantly different from a fifty-fifty chance. Though there is definitely more 
that can be done to improve this accuracy of lie detection, such as incorporating machine 
learning and gathering a greater dataset to work with, the polygraph created during the span of 
this project is still a great start to building a professional polygraph and better than flat out 
guessing whether someone is lying.  
 
An increase of at least 18 heartbeats per minute, 100mA in galvanometer readings, and 0.81 in 
the inspiration/expiration respiration ratio have all been found to prove lie detection. An increase 
in all three of these bodily functions (heart rate, galvanic skin resistance, and respiratory rate) are 
expected to increase with deceptive behavior as lying is linked to stress and anxiety, both of 
which induce the same bodily reactions. A faster heart rate is expected and means the subject is 
under stress-inducing conditions, and the increased heart rate is mental and not physical as the 
subject should be sitting in the chair with very little movement. An increase in current from the 
galvanometer readings is expected as well: greater current means that there is less resistance 
across the skin, according to Ohm’s Law. Less resistance occurs when there is perspiration and 
the subject starts sweating, which is an obvious sign of stress or anxiety and therefore, lying. 
Finally, an increase in the inspiration/expiration ratio of the subject’s respiratory rate proves that 
the length of expiration decreases, which happens through exertion. Again, it is not through 
physical exertion because the subject is in a calm physical state, so the faster respiratory rate 
must be from stress-inducing deceptive behavior.  
 
There were a few difficulties throughout this project. The galvanic resistance sensor can be a 
little tricky and difficult to use as even small movements across the tinfoil on the velcro strips 
can affect the galvanometer readings. However, if the subject stays still enough and the velcro 
strips are very tightly attached to the two fingers, the galvanic resistance values become stable 
and reliable for testing. Still, the difficulty of working with the galvanometer and its partly 
insensitiveness could account for the low accuracy of the polygraph. Additionally, the heart rate 
sensor used for the polygraph can be unstable as well in the beginning. The sensor needs a very 
secure connection to the finger in order to gain expected results. For the most part, both sensors 
seem to be reliable and constant with their readings, but outliers in the data can trigger the 
polygraph to incorrectly detect deceptive behavior. However, the code should account for the 
outliers, and the unstable sensors shouldn’t have a great impact on the accuracy of the polygraph.  
 
To obtain a better accuracy and the most organic reaction to questions and answers from the test 
subject, placing the subject in an isolated environment without distractions to stir their focus was 
vital. Without distractions to increase the subject’s heart rate or stop the subject’s breathing, the 
changes in the subject’s body are solely due to the examination. Additionally, leaving time after 
each question to let the subject return to a calmed state before asking the next question allows the 
bodily changes during the next question and answer to be unaffected by preexisting changes. For 
example, if the subject’s heart rate has already increased due to the first question and the heart 
rate stays at the increased rate through the next question, it cannot be determined whether the 
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reaction of an increased heart rate of the second question is due to deceptive behavior in the first 
or second question. These steps in experimental setup can greatly affect the polygraph accuracy.  
 
Though the debate of polygraph reliability and legitimacy is still ongoing, both in the scientific 
world and the political world, each polygraph created is a step towards having a source that 
reliably and accurately detects lies, a talent that would change the way the courtroom works, and 
possibly the way families settle arguments over who took the last cookie. Though this project is 
definitely not one of the leading research projects on polygraphs today, it still investigates the 
science and legitimacy behind polygraphs.  
 
Next Steps  
I have relatively been able to keep up with the timeline presented in the initial proposal paper. 
All three of the sensors (heart rate, galvanic resistance, and respiratory rate) have been 
sufficiently tested and have been able to retrieve numerical data to graph each sensor’s data live 
simultaneously using a public Github program called ‘Plotter’ and perform calculations needed 
to determine deceptive behavior.  
 
Next on the to do list is to incorporate machine learning into the project. Finding online or 
personally measuring polygraph data and employing machine learning algorithms like logistic 
regression to create a function that can predict whether the test subject is lying or not will further 
enhance the project and improve the accuracy of lie detection. Machine learning was not a 
priority in this project due to the situation with “shelter-in-place” and lack of knowledge in 
implementing machine learning with arduinos.  
 
Additionally, adding in more sensors to gather more bodily data could help increase the accuracy 
of the polygraph. For example, blood pressure can be another major tell for deceptive behavior. 
Through research, I learned that making a blood pressure sensor with numerical data compatible 
to an arduino is quite difficult and therefore was not a priority. However, with time, adding in a 
blood pressure sensor may help with lie detection.  
 
There definitely have been progress roadblocks during this project. The original heart rate sensor 
(Heart and Brain SpikerShield) did not work out very well. The electrodes attached to the 
SpikerShield could not pick up a heartbeat signal with the electrode gels at various parts of the 
body specific for measuring pulses. Switching to the Pulse Sensor from SparkFun Electronics 
was a great idea as the sensor was much easier to use, with less wires and more resources that 
came with the device, including calculation of beats per minute. Another problem I came across 
was that my original method of graphing data through Processing was difficult and confusing to 
work with. I am grateful to have found this online Github repository with Plotter, which has lots 
of features that can be incorporated into graphs with ease.  
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Appendix A 
 
Parts List 

Part Description Needed For…  Cost Where to Buy 

Pulse Sensor Measuring heart rate $24.95 SparkFun Electronics 

Temp Sensors (2) Measuring respiratory rate by 
calculating I/E ratio with 
temperature changes under the nose 

$3.99 Amazon 

 
 
Appendix B 
 
Arduino Code 
#define USE_ARDUINO_INTERRUPTS true 
#include <PulseSensorPlayground.h> 
#include "Plotter.h" 
 
const int GRinput = A0; 
const int PULSEinput = A1; 
const int RRinput = A2; 
 
int question = 2; // HIGH = start, LOW = end 
 
int GRthreshold = 100; 
int BPMthreshold = 18; 
int RRthreshold = 0.22; 
 
double GRplot; 
double BPMplot; 
double RRplot; 
 
Plotter plot; 
 
PulseSensorPlayground pulseSensor; 
int pulse_threshold = 520; 
 
void setup() 
{ 
  digitalWrite(question, HIGH); 
  
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  plot.Begin(); 
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  plot.AddTimeGraph("Galvanic Resistance", 200, "Galvanic Resistance", GRplot); 
  plot.AddTimeGraph("Heart Rate Sensor", 500, "BPM", BPMplot); 
  plot.AddTimeGraph("Respiratory Rate Sensor", 500, "Respiratory Rate", RRplot); 
 
  pulseSensor.analogInput(PULSEinput); 
  pulseSensor.setThreshold(pulse_threshold); 
  if (pulseSensor.begin()) 
  { 
    Serial.println("Now reading in heart beats..."); 
  } 
} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
  boolean GRbin = false; 
  boolean BPMbin = false; 
  boolean RRbin = false; 
 
  if (digitalRead(question) == HIGH) 
  { 
    int BPMstart = pulseSensor.getBeatsPerMinute(); 
    int GRstart = analogRead(GRinput); 
    int RRstart = analogRead(RRinput); 
 
    int BPMend = BPMstart; // just to initialize end variables 
    int GRend = GRstart; 
    int RRend = RRstart; 
    while (digitalRead(question) == HIGH) 
    { 
      GRend = analogRead(GRinput); 
      BPMend = pulseSensor.getBeatsPerMinute(); 
      RRend = analogRead(GRinput); 
 
      GRplot = GRend; 
      BPMplot = BPMend; 
      RRplot = RRend; 
      plot.Plot(); 
  
      delay(50); 
    } 
 
    if (GRend - GRstart > GRthreshold) 
    { 
      Serial.println("change in Galvanic Resistance > threshold");  
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      Serial.println("Deceptive Behavior Detected"); 
      GRbin = true; 
    } 
    if (BPMend - BPMstart > BPMthreshold) 
    { 
      Serial.println("change in Beats Per Minute > threshold");  
      Serial.println("Deceptive Behavior Detected"); 
      BPMbin = true; 
    } 
    if (RRend - RRstart > RRthreshold) 
    { 
      Serial.println("change in Respiratory Rate > threshold");  
      Serial.println("Deceptive Behavior Detected"); 
      RRbin = true; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Live Graphing Code -- Listener / Plotter  
import processing.core.*;  
import processing.data.*;  
import processing.event.*;  
import processing.opengl.*;  
import processing.serial.*;  
import java.util.Map;  
import java.util.concurrent.Callable;  
import java.util.concurrent.ExecutorService;  
import java.util.concurrent.Executors;  
import java.util.concurrent.Future;  
import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;  
import java.util.concurrent.TimeoutException;  
import java.util.HashMap;  
import java.util.ArrayList;  
import java.io.File;  
import java.io.BufferedReader;  
import java.io.PrintWriter;  
import java.io.InputStream;  
import java.io.OutputStream;  
import java.io.IOException;  
 
public class listener extends PApplet { 
/* 
===================================================================== 
  This listener is the main processing script that corresponds to the Arduino Plotter  
  library for Arduino. This driver script handles serial port information and manages a  
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  set of Graph objects to do the actual plotting.  
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  The library stores and handles all relevant graph information and variable references,  
  and transfers information via the serial port to a listener program written with the 
  software provided by Processing. No modification is needed to this program; graph placement, 
  axis-scaling, etc. are handled automatically.  
  Multiple options for this listener are available including stand-alone applications as well  
  as the source Processing script. 
 
  The library, these listeners, a quick-start guide, documentation, and usage examples are  
  available at: https://github.com/devinaconley/arduino-plotter 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Arduino Plotter Listener 
  v2.2.0 
  https://github.com/devinaconley/arduino-plotter 
  by Devin Conley 
===================================================================== 
*/ 
// FLAG FOR DEBUG MODE 
final boolean DEBUG = false; 
 
//CONSTANTS 
final char OUTER_KEY = '#'; 
final int MARGIN_SZ = 20; // between plots 
final int BG_COL = 75; // background 
final int PORT_INTERVAL = 5000; // time to sit on each port 
final int CONNECT_TIMEOUT = 2000; // force timeout on connecting to serial port 
final int BAUD_RATE = 115200; 
final HashMap<String, Integer> COLORMAP = new HashMap<String, Integer>() 
{ 
    { 

put( "red", color( 255, 0, 0 ) ); 
put( "green", color( 0, 255, 0 ) ); 
put( "blue", color( 0, 0, 255 ) ); 
put( "orange", color( 255, 153, 51 ) ); 
put( "yellow", color( 255, 255, 0 ) ); 
put( "pink", color( 255, 51, 204 ) ); 
put( "purple", color( 172, 0, 230 ) ); 
put( "cyan", color( 0, 255, 255 ) ); 

    } 
}; 
 
// Setup and config Globals 
int h; 
int w; 
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int numGraphs; 
String configCode = "This will not be matched!"; 
String lastLabels = "Also will not be matched"; 
boolean configured = false; 
int lastConfig; 
int lastPortSwitch; 
int portIndex; 
Serial port; 
ArrayList<Graph> graphs; 
 
public void setup() 
{ 
    // Canvas 
    surface.setResizable( true ); 
    h = height; 
    w = width; 
    frameRate( 100 ); 
  
    // Serial comms 
    while ( Serial.list().length < 1 ) 
    { 

text( "No serial ports available. Waiting...", 20, 20 ); 
delay( 100 ); 

    } 
    portIndex = 0; 
    lastPortSwitch = millis(); 
    attemptConnect( portIndex ); 
} 
 
public void draw() 
{ 
    //PLOT ALL 
    try 
    { 

background( BG_COL ); 
 
if ( configured ) 
{   
    for( int i = 0; i < graphs.size(); i++ ) 
    { 

graphs.get(i).Plot(); 
    } 
} 
else 
{ 
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            // Continue to scan ports if not configuring 
    text( "Scanning serial ports... (" + Serial.list()[portIndex] + ")", 20, 20 ); 
  
    if ( millis() - lastPortSwitch > PORT_INTERVAL ) 
    { // Go to next port  

portIndex++; 
if ( portIndex >= Serial.list().length ) 
{ 
    portIndex = 0; 
} 
 
logMessage( "Trying next port... index: " + portIndex + ", name: " + 

Serial.list()[portIndex], 
    true ); 

 
attemptConnect( portIndex ); 

    } 
} 
// Resize if needed 
if ( h != height || w != width) 
{ 
    h = height; 
    w = width; 
    float[][] posGraphs = setupGraphPosition( numGraphs ); 
    for ( int i = 0; i < numGraphs; i++ ) 
    { 

graphs.get(i).Reconfigure( posGraphs[i][0], posGraphs[i][1], posGraphs[i][2], 
posGraphs[i][3] ); 

    } 
} 

    } 
    catch ( Exception e ) 
    {} 
} 
 
public void serialEvent( Serial ser ) 
{ 
    // Listen for serial data until #, the end of transmission key 
    try 
    { 

String message = ser.readStringUntil( OUTER_KEY ); 
if ( message == null || message.isEmpty() || message.equals( OUTER_KEY ) ) 
{ 
    return; 
} 
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JSONObject json = parseJSONObject( message ); 
 

if ( json == null ) 
{ 
    return; 
}  

 
// ********************************************************* // 
// ************* PLOT SETUP FROM CONFIG CODE *************** // 
// ********************************************************* // 
String tempCode = ""; 
boolean config = false; 
if ( json.hasKey( "ng" ) && json.hasKey( "lu" ) ) 
{ 
    tempCode = Integer.toString( json.getInt( "ng" ) ) + Integer.toString( json.getInt( "lu" ) 

); 
    config = true; 
} 
 
// If config code has changed, need to go through setup again 
if ( config && !configCode.equals( tempCode ) ) 
{ 
    lastPortSwitch = millis(); // (likely on the right port, just need to reconfigure graph 

layout) 
  
    // Check for size of full transmission against expected to flag bad transmission 
    numGraphs = json.getInt( "ng" ); 
  
    JSONArray jsonGraphs = json.getJSONArray( "g" ); 
  
    if ( jsonGraphs.size() != numGraphs ) 
    { 

return; 
    } 
    configured = false; 
    String concatLabels = ""; 
  
    // Setup new layout 
    float[][] posGraphs = setupGraphPosition( numGraphs ); 

  
    graphs = new ArrayList<Graph>(); 

  
    // Iterate through the individual graph data blocks to get graph specific info 
    for ( int i = 0; i < numGraphs; i++ ) 
    { 
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JSONObject g = jsonGraphs.getJSONObject( i ); 
 
String title = g.getString( "t" ); 
boolean xvyTemp = g.getInt( "xvy" ) == 1; 
int maxPoints = g.getInt( "pd" ); 
int numVars = g.getInt( "sz" ); 
String[] labelsTemp = new String[numVars]; 
int[] colorsTemp = new int[numVars]; 

 
concatLabels += title; 

 
JSONArray l = g.getJSONArray( "l" ); 
JSONArray c = g.getJSONArray( "c" ); 
for ( int j = 0; j < numVars; j++ ) 
{ 
    labelsTemp[j] = l.getString( j ); 
    colorsTemp[j] = COLORMAP.get( c.getString( j ) ); 
    if ( colorsTemp[j] == 0 ) 
    { 

logMessage( "Invalid color: " + c.getString( j ) + ", defaulting to green.", 
true ); 

colorsTemp[j] = COLORMAP.get( "green" ); 
    } 
    concatLabels += labelsTemp[j]; 
} 

 
if ( xvyTemp ) 
{ 
    numVars = 1; 
} 
 
// Create new Graph 
Graph temp = new Graph( this, posGraphs[i][0], posGraphs[i][1], 

posGraphs[i][2], posGraphs[i][3], 
xvyTemp, numVars, maxPoints, title, labelsTemp, 

colorsTemp ); 
graphs.add( temp ); 

    } 
  
    // Set new config code 
    if ( concatLabels.equals( lastLabels ) ) // Only when we're sure on labels 
    { 

configCode = tempCode; 
lastConfig = millis(); 
logMessage( "Configured " + graphs.size() + " graphs", false );  
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    } 
    lastLabels = concatLabels; 

 
    logMessage( "Config code: " + configCode + ", Label config: " + concatLabels, true ); 
} 
else 
{ 
    // Matching a code means we have configured correctly 
    configured = true; 

  
    // *********************************************************** // 
    // ************ NORMAL PLOTTING FUNCTIONALITY **************** // 
    // *********************************************************** // 
    int tempTime = json.getInt( "t" ); 

  
    JSONArray jsonGraphs = json.getJSONArray( "g" ); 

 
    for ( int i = 0; i < numGraphs; i++ ) 
    { 

JSONArray data = jsonGraphs.getJSONObject( i ).getJSONArray( "d" ); 
 

double[] tempData = new double[ data.size() ]; 
 

// Update graph objects with new data 
for ( int j = 0; j < data.size(); j++ ) 
{ 
    tempData[j] = data.getDouble( j ); 
} 
graphs.get( i ).Update( tempData, tempTime ); 

    } 
} 

    } 
    catch ( Exception e ) 
    { 

logMessage( "Exception in serialEvent: " + e.toString(), true ); 
    } 
} 
 
// Helper method to calculate bounds of graphs 
public float[][] setupGraphPosition( int numGraphs ) 
{ 
    // Determine orientation of each graph  
    int numHigh = 1; 
    int numWide = 1; 
    // Increase num subsections in each direction until all graphs can fit 
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    while ( numHigh * numWide < numGraphs ) 
    { 

if ( numWide > numHigh ) 
{ 
    numHigh++; 
} 
else if ( numHigh > numWide ) 
{ 
    numWide++; 
} 
else if ( height >= width ) 
{ 
    numHigh++; 
} 
else 
{ 
    // Want to increase in width first 
    numWide++; 
}  

    } 
    float[][] posGraphs = new float[numGraphs][4]; 
 
    float subHeight = round( h / numHigh ); 
    float subWidth = round( w / numWide ); 
  
    // Set bounding box for each subsection 
    for(int i = 0; i < numHigh; i++) 
    { 

for (int j = 0; j < numWide; j++) 
{ 
    int k = i * numWide + j; 
    if ( k < numGraphs ) 
    { 

posGraphs[k][0] = i*subHeight + MARGIN_SZ / 2; 
posGraphs[k][1] = j*subWidth + MARGIN_SZ / 2; 
posGraphs[k][2] = subHeight - MARGIN_SZ; 
posGraphs[k][3] = subWidth - MARGIN_SZ; 

    } 
} 

    } 
    return posGraphs; 
} 
 
public void attemptConnect( int index ) 
{  
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    // Attempt connect on specified serial port 
    if ( index >= Serial.list().length ) 
    { 

return; 
    } 
    String portName = Serial.list()[portIndex]; 
    logMessage( "Attempting connect on port: " + portName, false ); 
 
    // Wrap Serial port connect in future to force timeout 
    ExecutorService exec = Executors.newSingleThreadExecutor(); 
    Future<Serial> future = exec.submit( new ConnectWithTimeout( this, portName, 
BAUD_RATE ) );  
 
    try 
    { 

// Close port if another is open 
if ( port != null && port.active() ) 
{ 
    port.stop(); 
} 
 
// Do connect with timeout 
port = future.get( CONNECT_TIMEOUT, TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS ); 

 
lastPortSwitch = millis(); // at end so that we try again immediately on invalid port 
logMessage( "Connected on " + portName + ". Listening for configuration...", false ); 

    } 
    catch ( TimeoutException e ) 
    { 

future.cancel( true ); 
logMessage( "Timed out.", true ); 

    } 
    catch ( Exception e ) 
    { 

logMessage( "Exception on connect: " + e.toString(), true ); 
    } 
 
    exec.shutdownNow(); 
} 
 
// Callable class to wrap Serial connect 
class ConnectWithTimeout implements Callable<Serial> 
{ 
    private final PApplet parent; 
    private final String portName; 
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    private final int baudRate; 
 
    public ConnectWithTimeout( PApplet parent, String portName, int baud ) 
    { 

this.parent = parent; 
this.portName = portName; 
this.baudRate = baud; 

    } 
  
    @Override 

public Serial call() throws Exception 
    { 

return new Serial( this.parent, this.portName, baudRate ); 
    }  
} 
 
// Logger helper 
public void logMessage( String message, boolean debugOnly ) 
{ 
    if ( DEBUG || !debugOnly ) 
    { 

String level = debugOnly ? "DEBUG" : "STATUS"; 
println( "[Time: " + millis() + " ms]" + "[" + level + "] " + message ); 

    } 
} 

  
  public void settings() {  size( 800, 800 ); } 
  static public void main(String[] passedArgs) { 
    String[] appletArgs = new String[] { "listener" }; 
    if (passedArgs != null) { 
      PApplet.main(concat(appletArgs, passedArgs)); 
    } else { 
      PApplet.main(appletArgs); 
    } 
  } 
} 


